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CONSPIRACY X 2.0

INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the world of Conspiracy X. In this introductory

game kit you’ll find everything you need to begin playing the
acclaimed roleplaying game of conspiracies, alien invasion and
paranormal phenomena. Just take home one of these free
packs, read it through, recruit some fellow agents, gather a few
gaming dice (you’ll need a four sided (D4), a six sided (D6), an
eight sided (D8) and most importantly a ten sided dice (D10)),
and you’re ready to become immersed in the global conspira-
cy that could save or doom humanity.

One person (usually the one who picked up this pack) is the
Chronicler - the person who runs the game. The rest of the
players are agents, or Cast Members, in interactive, shared sto-
rytelling - a roleplaying game. The Chronicler should read
through the whole pack, whereas players should only read the
rules and not the Convoy Adventure.

We hope that you enjoy this introduction to Conspiracy X
and the exciting and dangerous world of its setting. For further
information about the Conspiracy X game and products, check
out www.edenstudios.net.

THE WORLD OF CONSPIRACY X
For the most part, the world of Conspiracy X is very much

like our own. Behind the scenes, however, there is a secret
war going on. The following timeline details some of the key
elements that most of the characters will know.

1930S: THE WATCHMAKER
Walter Stein was a British Intelligence agent working inside

Germany before WWII. Stein was also an accomplished
occultists and what he learned about the growing Nazi occult
program sent him fleeing back to England. There he helped
to convince Churchill that measures had to be taken. With

Roosevelt’s help, a secret organization - code-named “The
Watch”, was established to combat the occultists of the Nazi
Secret Doctrine. The Watch was instrumental in halting or
reversing Nazi occult gains before the war, and paved the
way for an Allied victory once hostilities began.

1940S: THE SCHISM
After the war, the Watch shifted direction. it investigated

reports arising from both Axis and Allied pilots about
Unidentified Flying Objects (UFOs). The Watch soon became
convinced that aliens were active on Earth.

In 1947, Watch psychics experimenting with long-range
communication contacted strange, unearthly minds. Shortly
thereafter, advanced guidance system operators began
tracking a UFO moving erratically over the White Sands
Proving Ground in New Mexico. Once the contact became
regular, the Watch decided to act. A vocal minority argued
that the craft should be grounded, and examined - only then
could mankind meet the aliens on an equal footing, and
avoid being overwhelmed physically or psychically. The
minority was outvoted in favor of peaceful contact. 

The Watch set up Operation Dove, a psychic communica-
tion team at the Proving Ground. Meanwhile, the opposition
secretly arranged for a missile battery to be positioned near-
by - they labeled their mission Operation Pigeon Shoot.

Both missions were successful. As soon as the Operation
Dove team made positive contact, the Operation Pigeon Shoot
team blasted the UFO from the sky. The craft touched down
once, leaving a long gouge in the Earth and scattering debris
over a large stretch of ranch in Roswell, New Mexico. It then
slammed into a cliff, spilling out its extraterrestrial occupants.

Both factions of the Watch rushed to contain the craft and
its odd passengers. The cover-up was not wholly successful.

From the events at Roswell, the Watch splintered into two
antagonistic organizations. The members of Operation Dove
regrouped and named themselves Aegis. Operation Pigeon

Disclaimer
The world of Conspiracy X� is based on historic and contemporary events, persons, and groups. The secret of a good�Conspiracy X�
campaign is weaving “real” events as seamlessly as possible into the story line so that the players cannot be sure what is true and
what is deception. Heightened paranoia is central to the experience.
When this book, or any other Conspiracy X publication, uses names and details taken from history or contemporary affairs, all such
references are fictional or satirical. Conspiracy X is intended solely as a game and not as a source of the “truth.” Nothing in this
book is intended to degrade or impugn these people or groups, nor does this book purport to reveal true secretive information about
them. In fact, Eden Studios and the authors would like to publicly disclaim any “inside” knowledge and assure any MiBs and Aegis
operatives out there that there is no reason to look into the matter any further.  Honest!
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OUTCOME TABLE
9–10: Adequate: The Task or Test was accomplished. Attack does normal damage.

11–12: Decent: The Task or Test was accomplished with relative ease and even some flair. Complex and involved Tasks
take 10 percent less than the maximum required time. Social skills manage to gain some benefits for the character (including
a +1 to further attempts on the same people under similar situations). Attack does normal damage.

13–14: Good: The Task or Test was completed with ease. Complex and involved Tasks take 25 percent (one-quarter) less
time than normally required. Social skills are not only successful, the character enjoys +2 on future attempts on the same
people (this is not cumulative with subsequent high rolls—use the highest bonus only). Attack does normal damage.

15–16: Very Good: The Task or Test was very successful. Complex and involved Tasks can be finished in half the time.
Social skills produce a lasting impression on the people involved, resulting in a bonus of +3 on all future attempts in that skill
involving the same people. In combat, increase the damage die roll by one before applying any multipliers.

17–20: Excellent: The Task or Test produced excellent results. Social skills have a future bonus of +4, as above. In combat,
increase the damage die roll by two before applying any multipliers.

21–23: Extraordinary: The Task or Test produced amazing results, accomplishing far more than was intended. Social skills
gain a future bonus of +5, as above. In combat, increase the damage die roll by three before applying any multipliers.

24+: Mind-boggling: For every +3 to the total above 23, increase the Success Level by one and the Social skills future
bonus by +1. Combat: Add +1 to the damage rolled for every additional Success Level.

Damage Modification Example: Simon punches an opponent and his attack roll total amounts to 17 (Excellent level of
success: +2 damage bonus). Simon’s normal punch damage is D4 x 3. Given his Success Levels, the damage is modified to
(D4 + 2) x 3 (for 9 to 18 points of damage). Even on a bad damage roll, the attack inflicts a decent amount of damage.

Sometimes a character attempts something and another
character tries to stop her. Either that, or an action may be
noticed or foiled by its target. This is a Resisted Task or Test. It
is resolved as a normal Task or Test, but both sides get to roll. If
both sides fail, neither side gets the desired effect. If one fails
and one succeeds, the successful character wins. If both rolls
are successful, the better result wins.

THE ROLE OF LUCK
Not everything is going to be a simple matter of success or

failure. Some successes are so amazing that the character
knows she will never be able to do it again. Sometimes a char-
acter will completely botch a simple feat. When a roll comes up
as a 1 or a 10 (before anything is added to it or subtracted from
it) something really bad or really good may happen.

On a natural 10, the player rolls D6-1 and adds this to the
result. If a 6 is rolled, add the 5 (6-1 = 5) and roll again, and so
on. On a natural 1, the player rolls D6-1 and subtracts the result.
If a 6 is rolled again, -5 is subtracted and rolled again, and so
on. This can result in very low negative numbers.

MODIFIERS
Sometimes circumstances make an attempted Task easier or

more difficult. In such a case, a positive or negative modifier
determined by the Chronicler may be added to the attempt. The
following table shows some modifiers that may be used.

BASE MODIFIERS TABLE
Routine: No roll needed

Easy: +5 or more to the roll

Moderate: +3 to +4 to the roll

Average: +1 to +2 to the roll

Challenging (includes most combat rolls): No modifier

Difficult: –1 to –2 to the roll

Very Difficult: –3 to –5 to the roll

Heroic: –6 to –9 to the roll

Near-impossible: –10 or worse
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THE MAN
The lead NDD agent assigned to recovering the craft is

United States Deputy Marshal Mike Ferlick. Ferlick is operating
under the cover of a manhunt for Henry Chu (see Detection
below). Ferlick has access to any number of different types of
transportation but will usually travel by helicopter. He and his
team will proceed to the area that the Aegis agents were last
spotted to personally interview the witnesses. Ferlick is not stu-
pid, however, and will not chase after cold, dead leads when he
can foresee a way to directly confront the Aegis team by “head-
ing them off at the pass.”

Ferlick’s official orders are to recapture Chu, preferably
alive. The Deputy Marshal’s NDD orders are to recover the
craft and eliminate any possible witnesses. The craft, howev-
er, is top priority and a deal that exchanges the craft for the
lives of certain witnesses is entirely possible. Those witnesses
can be dealt with later.

Ferlick is an intense, ambitious and highly competent law
enforcement agent. He is the ultimate “take-charge” guy and
will assume command of almost any situation.  He has never
failed to “bring in his man,” and is very proud of that record.
Although usually law-abiding, Ferlick will not hesitate to bend
or even break the law to accomplish his covert goals. Indeed, he
has been served with internal charges on two occasions for
“overzealousness.” His NDD connections have ensured that
such charges resulted in only minor reprimands. Ferlick’s inter-
nal record has kept him from serious consideration as a full
Marshal appointee, but that suits Ferlick fine. He is a very sen-

ior Deputy Marshal and his relatively minor administrative
duties have left him the freedom to take on more Directorate
assignments. Ferlick is a dedicated NDD operative who believes
strongly that the Directorate’s methods will protect the U.S. and
humans far better than Aegis’ policy of shunning the aliens.

Ferlick is constantly accompanied by a team of three junior
Deputy Marshals. One specializes in surveillance (add
Surveillance 3 and Electronic Surveillance 3), one in infiltration
(add Stealth 3), and one in combat (add Martial Arts 3).
Ferlick’s team has been together for almost five years and they
work well together. 

If Ferlick survives the adventure, he is an ideal on-going foil
for the party. The Chronicler may need to twist the storyline a
bit to keep him alive, but the players will probably appreciate
having a familiar villain. Certainly, if the Cell completes its mis-
sion, Ferlick will have failed his. This will not sit well with the
man and he will be itching for a rematch.

OVERLAND
Taking the truck overland is the most obvious and simplest

choice available to the operative and part of the journey must
be via road. The key problem faced by the characters is to
plan the route they will take to Groom Dry Lake. They could
stick to well-populated areas making it impossible for the
NDD to attack directly. Alternatively, they could run as straight
line as possible to Nevada to minimize time on the road. This,
however, runs the risk of direct NDD attempts to steal their
truck back.
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MIKE FERLICK (DEPUTY US MARSHAL)
STR 3 DEX 4 CON 4

INT 3 PER 4 WIL 3

LPs 34 EPs 32

Spd 14 Essence 20

Qualities & Drawbacks: Contact (NDD) 2, Influence
(Law) 3, Resources 3, Status 3

Skills: Brawling 1 Driving (Car) 2, Dodge 2, Electronic
Surveillance 1, Guns (Handgun) 3, Guns (Shotgun) 2, Guns
(Rifle) 2, Intimidation 3, Humanities (Law) 2, Martial Arts 2,
Research and Investigation 2, Stealth 2, Streetwise 2,
Surveillance 2, Tracking 3

Equipment

Auto pistol  with 4 Clips

Range: 3/10/20/60/120

Damage: D6 x 4(12) Cap 13 EV: 1

Kevlar vest (AV (D8 x 2) +17(25))

Hands Free Radio

FERLICK’S TEAM
STR 2 DEX 3 CON 2

INT 2 PER 3 WIL 2

LPs 26 EPs 23

Spd 10 Essence 14

Skills: Brawling 2, Dodge 1, Driving (Cars) 2, Electronic
Surveillance 1, First Aid 2, Guns (Handgun) 2, Guns (Rifle) 1,
Guns (Shotgun) 1, Humanities (Law) 1, Research and
Investigation 2, Stealth 2, Surveillance 2

Equipment

Auto pistol  with 4 Clips

Range: 3/10/20/60/120

Damage: D6 x 4(12) Cap 13 EV: 1

Kevlar vest (AV (D8 x 2) +17(25))

Hands Free Radio




















